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If you want to transfer files between different devices, you have a few options. You can use a direct cable connection, but it only works if the device supports this and if you have the correct cable at your fingertips. You can use cloud storage to sync your files between devices, but it depends on an Internet connection. For most users, the best solution for local file transfer from
devices like smartphones or digital cameras to your PC is to use Bluetooth. While you can use Bluetooth for all kinds of applications, including for communication, one of its best uses is for file transfers. You can transfer files over Bluetooth on Windows by following these instructions.] To enable Bluetooth in Windows 10 Before you can send files to a Windows PC using Bluetooth,
you must first turn on Bluetooth so that it can connect to your PC. To do this, you must have access to the Bluetooth Settings menu. Start by right-clicking the Windows Start menu and clicking Settings. On the Settings &gt; menu, click Bluetooth Devices to access your Bluetooth settings. To enable Bluetooth, click the slider next to the Bluetooth setting. You know bluetooth is
enabled because it appears next to the slider when Bluetooth is enabled. You must allow Bluetooth devices to locate your PC. To do this, click the More Bluetooth Settings option in the Related Settings section on the right. On the Settings tab, click the check box next to the Allow Bluetooth Devices option. You'll probably quickly access your Bluetooth devices and settings from the
icon on the Bluetooth taskbar, but this may not be enabled by default. To enable this, click to enable the check box next to the Show Bluetooth icon option in the notification area that appears on the Settings tab of the Bluetooth Settings window. Once these settings are enabled, you can now transfer files via Bluetooth from other devices. This process varies depending on the type
of device you're using. Pairing Bluetooth devices on Windows Before you can send files to a Windows PC using Bluetooth, you'll need to pair your devices together. This creates a secure connection between your PC and Bluetooth-enabled device, allowing you to send and receive files. To pair a device on Windows, open the Bluetooth Settings menu (Settings &gt; Devices &gt;
Bluetooth) and tap the Add Bluetooth button or another device at the top. On the Add a Device menu, click Bluetooth. Make sure Bluetooth is enabled and visible on your other device. Windows scans for nearby devices. When it finds your device, click it to start the connection. Windows provides an AUTHENTICATION PIN that you may be prompted to enter on your other device
to ensure that a connection is made. When If you're created and your devices have been paired, you'll see the message Your device is ready to go in the Add a Device window. Transfer files via Bluetooth to a Windows PC You can send and and Files to a Windows PC when Bluetooth is enabled, your PC is set to be detected by others, and if you've been able to pair your Bluetooth
device with your PC. If you have followed the instructions above, this should now be the case. To send a file to a Windows PC, locate the Bluetooth icon in the notification area of the taskbar. Right-click the icon, and then tap the Receive a file option. Windows will now be able to receive files. You'll see the message Waiting for a connection in the Bluetooth File Upload window. You
can now send files to your PC if the device you're sending from is bluetooth connected. This process varies depending on your platform. There are several ways to transfer files via Bluetooth from Android to PC. Most Android photo gallery or file management apps, however, will have a Share button, with different methods listed for sharing your files. Select your files in your
selected app, tap Share, and then select the Bluetooth option to start the file transfer process (select your paired Windows 10 PC in the process). Unfortunately, it's not really possible to send photos or other files from an iPhone or iPad to a Windows PC using Bluetooth. Apple devices use AirDrop for easy file transfers, but this method is not supported by Windows PCs. If you want
to move files between iPhones, iPads, and Windows, you can use iCloud to do so. Files stored in your iCloud storage can be accessed on Windows using the iCloud Web interface. Other devices, such as digital cameras, will have their own methods to activate Bluetooth and send files. However, the pairing and file transfer process remain the same. Make sure Bluetooth is active
and your device is paired with your PC, and make sure the Receive a File window is open and ready to receive your files. If the process fails at the beginning, try again. Bluetooth connections can fail for a variety of reasons, including too much space between devices, interference from other sources, or lack of authentication for downloads (e.g. being too slow to authenticate them
on your devices), so be sure to double-check your connection before proceeding. It's usually easy to send files to a Mac from Bluetooth devices to a Mac if you're using an iPhone or iPad, because you'll need AirDrop for downloads. You can access your Bluetooth devices and settings in the &gt; Bluetooth menu, where you can view and connect to other devices. To quickly access
AirDrop on your Mac, open The Finder and click AirDrop on the left menu where Nearby Apple devices appear. As long as Allow me to be detected by setting at the bottom of the window set to Everyone, other local Mac, iPhone, and iPad users will be able to send files to this device. Unfortunately, transferring files to a Mac from other types of devices is a little harder. Android
devices, example, will find it difficult to connect to a Mac and use Bluetooth file transfers. Bluetooth file transfers. can use Bluetooth for other purposes, such as You'll need an alternative method, such as <a0></a0> or <a1></a1>. You may face similar problems with other types of Bluetooth-enabled devices. If so, examine other connection methods for these devices, such as the
<a0></a0> and <a1></a1>. Using Bluetooth On Windows and Mac You can save time and effort if you decide to transfer files via Bluetooth, but this is only possible if your devices are close. Other methods are better for long-distance file transfers, including sending large files via email or using a secure online service for file transfers instead. However, Bluetooth has other uses.
When a PC is Bluetooth-compatible, you can connect wireless peripherals to your PC, stream music wirelessly to Bluetooth speakers like the Amazon Echo, or use Bluetooth for wireless communication using a headset or microphone. By Christopher Kennedy A Bluetooth headset allows for a wireless connection to your computer and can be configured to work with many VoIP and
video conferencing providers. Once a computer and headset have been synced to work together, they can be connected at a later time by turning on the headset when you're within range of your computer. Turn on the bluetooth headset and set it in Pairing mode. See the headset's instructions for use for the correct way to place the device in pairing mode. On the desktop or My
Computer menu, click My Bluetooth Places. Select Find Nearby Bluetooth Devices. Alternatively, right-click the Bluetooth icon in the system tray and select it from the list of settings. In the window that appears, click your Bluetooth device. Right-click the icon and select Parenhed from the list of options. You will be prompted to enter a password for the headset. If you have never
set up one, the default password is 0000. Ciick OK to synchronize the device with your computer and the pairing process will be completed. In most cases, the device automatically connects to your computer for immediate use. If not, right-click the headset icon in My Bluetooth Locations and choose Connect. You can also use the Bluetooth quick connection feature in the system
tray. Whether you're a PC gamer or a mobile gamer, there are some games that just play better on a controller. A mouse and keyboard may be more accurate, but are cumbersome to use with limited space or on a sofa. Bluetooth controllers hit the sweet spot between the two. But not all Bluetooth gaming devices are created equal. Some are designed specifically for Android
devices, and others are genuine console controllers that work across all platforms, such as the Internet. To help you make the decision, we've put together a list of the best Bluetooth controllers for Android and PC games. Looking for more mobile We have a guide to it! The best Bluetooth game controllers: The Gamesir T4 ProRazer Raiju Mobile Controller8bitdo SN30 Pro 28bitdo
M30Editor's note: We regularly update this list of the best Bluetooth game controllers when new devices launch.1. Xbox One Bluetooth controller Xbox One Bluetooth controller is great all around, whether you're playing on a portable gaming, PC, Mac or Android device. Plus, if you're into console games you might already have one. There's a reason many other options on the rest
of the list look like Xbox controllers. The design is tried and true. It feels great in your hands with excellent control sticks and responsive triggers. The D-pad on the newer Bluetooth version is much better than the original Xbox One controller, but for retro games or fighting games there may be better options. The Xbox One Bluetooth controller takes two AA batteries and should last
about 40 hours. You can also invest in the more environmentally friendly Xbox One Play &amp; Charge Kit, which doesn't have a full 30-hour lifespan. It also features a 3.5mm connector right at the top of the controller. 2. Xbox One CoreBut Xbox One game controller may be familiar, the Xbox One Core controller is a glimpse of what's next. It's still in the pre-order phase, but the
Core controller is what you pair with the new Xbox Series S and Series X when they start. See also: Xbox Series X vs S: What next-generation console is it for you? At first glance it is reminiscent of the current controller, but the small differences have the potential to make a huge difference. For starters, the D-Pad is rounded to look like the luxurious Xbox One Elite controller. It
should provide a better answer than the simple four-direction pad it replaces. Microsoft also revamped bumpers and triggers, adding a stippled texture for a better grip at the heart of the action. We don't yet know how the Xbox One Core controller's battery life will be stacked up, but it's hard to imagine much change from the previous generation. It also retains the same 3.5mm
headphone jack, and the controller has a brand new split button. After all, games are more connected than ever, so you have to show your highlights.3. The Sony DualSense Core Bluetooth game controller is a look at the future of Xbox, but Sony's DualSense controller is what you pair with the new PlayStation 5 when it launches. It holds some of the same design signals of
DualShock's previous controllers, but the new DualSense looks more like a spaceship than anything else. See also: Sony PlayStation 5 buyer's guide One of the biggest changes to accompany the new generation is the white controller. Most previous DualShock options have been back right from the box, but DualSense is designed to match the PS5 itself. As with other important
changes, DualShock shakes an adaptive trigger setup, which means you'll feel different responses when interacting with different parts DualSense also has a 3.5mm headphone jack and a built-in microphone to chat with your friends. There's a creation button to help you share your content and go live on your favorite streaming platforms. For good or ill, you won't be able to simply
replace AA batteries and continue to play – the controller charges exclusively via USB-C.4. DualShock 4 PS4 controllerIf you don't plan to download a PS5, you may not need to jump into a DualSense controller right away. Instead, you can safely stick to a trusty DualShock 4 controller and choose from more than a dozen colors. A glance at DualShock 4 and you know it's a
PlayStation controller. It sports the same look and feel that you're used to, filled with a headphone jack, touch panel, and more. If you're a mobile or PC gamer, it makes sense to pick up DualShock 4. Of course, it may not be so smooth of a transition if you come from an Xbox background. Sony refined its fourth generation of DualShock controllers with sensitive triggers and even
better adhesive controls. The built-in light bar is another unique feature, although it doesn't do much outside to set the mood for your gaming sessions.5. SteelSeries Stratus DuoThe SteelSeries Stratus Duo has a rechargeable battery rated for 20 hours of use. It's also considerably less colorful, with a sleek all-black look. Stratus Duo is a lightweight and lightweight Bluetooth game
controller. In addition to working over a Bluetooth connection, Stratus Duo can connect wirelessly 2.4GHz on Windows and Steam. This is perfect if your desktop computer doesn't have Bluetooth - just plug in the USB wireless adapter that comes in the box. Check out our full SteelSeries Stratus Duo review below for a more detailed look, but we found the device to be excellent for
both mobile and PC games. The only major complaints were a lack of USB-C charging, which is an oversight in 2019 and a slightly mushy D-pad. The marking on the buttons is also quite difficult to read due to gray-on-black color scheme. Read also: SteelSeries Stratus Duo review: The best premium mobile gaming controller Stratus Duo is best paired with a phone stand or
SteelSeries SmartGrip when playing games on a phone. It's considerably lighter than the 245-gram Stratus XL, so it's a more portable option for gamers on the go.6. The GameSir T4 ProThe GameSir T4 Pro controller is Bluetooth compatible, but it also has a 6.5' cable if you prefer to use it wired. Its ergonomic design feels nice in your hands while playing for long periods of time.
The T4 Pro is a cheap, ergonomic controller for PC players. There's an asymmetric vibrating engine with five different speed levels to help improve your gaming experience. You will feel every crash or explosion, helping you stay immersed in the game. You also have the option to adjust if you prefer a more subdued gaming experience. Apart from being ergonomic, design design
This game controller is really cool. It has a translucent cover so you can see the controller's inner workings. Then, on the outside, both the D-pad and the right joystick are LED backlit. You can adjust the intensity of the LED lighting if it's too light. This Bluetooth game controller is designed specifically for PC Windows versions 10, 8.1, or 8.7. GameSir's T4 Pro controller features a
GameSir MCU chip that gives you faster response and higher overall performance while playing.7. Razer Raiju Mobile ControllerIf you're lusting for more of a premium Bluetooth controller for mobile gaming, try this one from Razer. Razer Raiju Mobile Controller brings all the bells and whistles you would expect from a high-end Bluetooth controller and then some. It's made of
premium materials and textured plastic that feels excellent by hand. This is a controller you don't want to put down. Check out our full review below. Read also: The Razer Raiju Mobile controller is amazing(ly) expensive)The layout and design of the controller is remarkably similar to the Xbox One, with the added function of a built-in phone clamp. It has a rechargeable battery rated
for 23 hours of play time, two USB-C cables for charging or setting up a wired connection with your phone, and a hair-trigger switch to get those shots out even faster. This is the most feature-packed Bluetooth controller for mobile gaming on the list, but also the most expensive. In our test, the controller itself performed flawlessly. The only issues we encountered were related to
mobile game controller support, and even that is partially remedied with button remapping and more in Razer's dedicated mobile app. As the mobile game market evolves, expect this to improve naturally.8. 8BITDO SN30 Pro 2The 8BITDO SN30 Pro 2 is compatible with Nintendo Switch, Android, Windows, macOS and Steam. And although it looks like a retro controller, it has all
the features you want out of a modern Bluetooth game controller. You can use the controller via Bluetooth or via a direct USB connection. Even better, the SN30 Pro 2 comes in a variety of colors to match classic consoles like the GameCube and Nintendo 64.The SN30 Pro 2 is a retro controller with all the features of a modern Bluetooth controller. It has a full button set, including
home and screen buttons. It has clickable joysticks, rumble vibrations, and even movement control. For something that looks as retro as it does, it really packs a punch in terms of functionality. If you long for the old school feel of retro controllers but don't want to sacrifice modern technology, this is a great option. Check out: 15 best retro games for Android!9. 8BITDO M30If you're
looking for a Bluetooth gaming device to use with Sega Genesis, this is it. The controller is also compatible with Nintendo Switch, PC, macOS and Android, but it's designed with Segas classics in mind. You can play Sega's classics with features like a USB-C USB-C and turbo functionality mapping. The M30 is the best Bluetooth, retro-looking controller for Sega Genesis Fans.Its
ergonomic design fits comfortably in your hands so you can play for hours at a time without having to take a break. Both D-pad buttons and shoulder buttons feel good and are very responsive.8BITDO's M30 controller is a large, inexpensive retro controller. It is especially a good option for fans of Sega Genesis console who want a Bluetooth controller with modern features. Even if
you don't have a Sega Genesis, the controller is still nice to hold and easy to play with. See also: Play your games throwback style with an 8BitDo SN30 controllerIt's for our list of the best Bluetooth game controllers on the market. We'll add more as they become available! Available!
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